
FAKE IMPASSE AND HOW TO 
IDENTIFY IT?



lNeeds in Negotiation

Substantive needs = the “stuff” of the 
conflict… typical definition of problem

Procedural needs = how we foster a fair and 
well understood process… “Ground Rules”

Psychological needs = concerning trust, 
honesty, safety, security, integrity



Impasse!



1.Emotional Impasse
2.Substantive Impasse
3.Procedural Impasse

Types of Impasse



Negotiating Through Impasse

Participants perceive that they are no longer
able to find effective solutions

Challenge is to keep negotiations going until

resolutions are reached

What may be a appear to be an impasse may

only be a breakthrough delayed!



Consequence of not reaching a solution are worse 

Parties    resist  for sake of putting up a good fight p 

Parties with a high sense for gamesmanship!

Mediators access to the Principal is controlled 

Proposals regarded with suspicion

Negotiator wanting to get that last bite!
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Indicators of  False  Impasse



Patience, Perseverance, Commitment

 Must use strategies after
a) thorough understanding of past
b) establishing credibility
c)exploring facts and perceptions of parties
d) understanding hidden agenda  
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Overcoming False Impasse 



Fisher’s “Demand 

Dynamics”



Specific Strategies 

lName the Impasse – Embrace the Opportunity! This isn‟t a „bad‟ 
thing, but an uncomfortable, yet important, element of the expression 
of the conflict

lIdentify Underlying Concerns...help participants go beyond initial 
positions

lRespect the Variety of Needs...renew commitment to ground rules 
while helping the group focus on interest-based concerns... Use the 
„triangle of needs‟ to shift focus to more constructive areas of inquiry

lExplore Alternatives to a Negotiated Agreement...BATNA, 
WATNA, MLATNA... Carve out a realistic negotiating space

lRespect Silence... allow time to process, s-l-o-w down the process at 
times, allow for structured breaks



lImpasse Strategies (Cont.)

lBe self-aware as a mediator: Consider changing your seated 
relationship to the parties, use the flip chart to redirect eyes and 
energy

lExperiment With Active Listening Variations... intentionally 
restate and summarize to one another affording group members 
structured opportunities to listen and possibly understand, rather 
than forging ahead with problem solving

lTalk about Feelings...there is value in traversing the  emotional 
pathway...supportive validation and reflection from the facilitator 
can be extremely valuable 

lCaucus... explore sources of resistance, serve as “agent of reality”, 
gain a needed emotional release from the situation



TECHNIQUES OF 
BREAKING IMPASSE





LATERAL THINKING

Creative, innovative, intuitive, non-
linear and non-traditional

Shifting of thinking pattern away from 
predictable  logical, linear, traditional 
thinking 

Use when parties  move from  known 
idea to creating new ideas.





Brainstorming

Invent/generate new options  satisfying 
interests of parties
Evaluate options for agreement. 

Methods of creating options
Separate problems into smaller 
segments. Find simpler solutions for each 
segment.
Encourage a ‘tentative’ approach to 
proposed solutions.
Separate inventing from deciding. Invent 
first, decide later.
Expand most promising ideas.
Look for mutual gain by expanding pie.



REAL TESTING



REAL TESTING/ 

REALITY CHECK

Mediator compares settlement offers to 
possible outcomes at trial
To be done in private caucus



MLATNA

(MOST LIKELY  ALTERNATIVE TO 

NEGOTIATED AGREEMENT )

Reflects most probable outcome at trial



WATNA 

(WORST ALTERNATIVE TO 

NEGOTIATED AGREEMENT )

Comparison of pending settlement offer to  
worst projected outcome at trial
Important to determine whether a 
settlement offer exceeds a party’s worst 
possible outcome at trial 



REACTIVE DEVALUATION

A psychological factor
 Occurs when a person reacts 
negatively to offers or counter offers 
suggested by  opposite party.

TECHNIQUE TO HANDLE
Take ownership with consent of  
party
Suggest a possible offer or counter 
offer without attributing it to any 
particular person.




